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Basenji Club of Victoria, Inc.

53rd  
CHAMPIONSHIP 
SHOW 2020

Saturday, 7th March 2020

Property Classes: 
Judge:  Mrs Bev Tophill
Best Neutered Dog (3) 
1     CH BKELA KOBI ASKARI 
2     ZANDEENA U DON’T KNOW JACK
3     NIKRUS WHITE COLLAR AFFAIR  
Best Neutered Bitch (1)
1     CH ZANDEENA A GIRL ON THE RUN 
Best Head – Dog  (9)
1     ZANZIPOW IN LIKE FLYNN
2     AUST CH XALMES MAN OF COLOURS (AI)
3     CH AM GCH AKUABA N ELDORADO  
       TIME TRAVELER (IMP USA)
Best Head – Bitch (5)
1     CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS SARABI
2     BKELA MARI AMARA
3     GR CH NONAYM BELLS OF THE CONGO 
Best Red & White Coat (11)
1     TEEEEFOO HUNNYS RED HOT WOMEN
2     ZANZIPOW IN LIKE FLYNN 
3     CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES REBEL REBEL
Best Tricolour Coat (6)
1    LOMAR AGENT X 
2     WAZAZI PLAYING WITH FIRE  
3     CH XALMES MAN OF COLOUR (AI)

Best Brindle Coat (5)
1     BARZOOM PICARD OF BORG
2     KARAMO BLACK ORPHEUS  
3     JILLAYLA LITTLE TIMARU TIKI
Best Black & White Coat (1)
1     NAYEMBE YAAMAS MIDNIGHT KITO
Best Overall Coat
1     LOMAR AGENT X
Best Gait (11) 
1     SUP CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL 
2     CH KARAMO KOLUKA
3     SUP CH LOMAR CUT THE MUSTARD
Best Tail & Tail Set (9)
1     AUST CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP SISTER (AI)
2     TEEEEFOO HUNNYS RED HOT WOMEN 
3     ZANZIPOW IN LIKE FLYNN
Best Feet (6)
1     LOMAR CAPTAIN AMERICA
2     WAZAZI PLAYING WITH FIRE 
3     CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS SARABI
Best Owner/Bred/Handled (6)
1     SUP CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL
2     CH AM GCH AKUABA N ELDORADO  
       TIME TRAVELER (IMP USA)
3     SUP CH LOMAR CUT THE MUSTARD
Best Interstate Bred (7)
1     SUP CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL
2     WAZAZI TOTALLY TEMPTING
3     KIKONGO RED MINX OF THE SPHINX 
Best Brace (3)
1     CH BKELA KOBI ASKARI and  
       CH BKELA MARI AMARA  
2     LOMAR AGENT X and CH LOMAR TWO UP
3    CH NAYEMBE YAAMAS KYIRRIE  
       and Ch YAAMAS JARRAH 
Sire & Progeny  (3)
1     CH AM GCH AKUABA N ELDORADO  
       TIME TRAVELER (IMP USA)
2     CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS ARAALINKUBA
3     GR CH BARZOOM CAPTAIN JAMES T
Dam & Progeny (1)
1     CH KARAMO KAREMBA 

Handling
Best Gentleman Handler:  TREVOR CLARK
Best Lady Handler:  KARLA LACEY
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Breed Classes:  

Judge: 
Mr Ben Luxton

3 J Power ZANZIPOW IN LIKE FLYNN 100521547 w. 14/06/19 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Zandeena Look Good In My 
Shirt Dam: Ch Zanzipow Bowies Rebel Rebel   Critique: Red dog. This dog has the most beautifully proportioned head 
with lovely fine wrinkle. He was not quite as well angulated as the previous placegetters and he could carry slightly 
less weight. He didn’t move as well as the previous placegetters, tending to crab on the out and back on the day.

Intermediate Dog (5)
1 Reserve Challenge Dog and Best Intermediate in Show  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO CHUCHO 3100358630 
w. 12/05/2017 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: Ch Karamo Karemba Critique: A smaller red dog of excel-
lent overall proportions and correct square outline. He has a really pleasing head and expression and lovely shape 
and colour of eye, he is well filled through the forequarter, excels on the move. Not always making the best of him-
self on the stack but absolutely excelled on the move with the characteristic gazelle like elegance.

2 T Young CH TAMBUZI LUCIAN 3100377436 w. 24/05/2018 Breeder: A Druce Sire: Sup Ch Tambuzi Seven Streams Of 
Soma Dam: Sup Ch Tambuzi The Secret Society  Critique: Beautiful overall proportioned red dog, standing correctly high 
on leg with correct length of neck flowing into well laid shoulders. Short, level topline with correct moderately bent 
stilfes, good reach of buttock behind the wells et tail.   He  has  a  beautiful  head  and  expression,   correctly  
set hooded ears and was exhibited in peak coat and condition. He unfortunately breaks in pastern on the move 
which is so uncharacteristic for the breed and placed him behind the first placegetter

3 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Clift CH NAYEMBE YAAMAS KIPEPEO 2100477687 w. 15/06/2017 Breeder: Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Nayembe Safiyas Araalinkuba Dam: Ch Eurabbie Black Dhalia  Critique: A red dog of good size, with correct square 
outline, well laid shoulders, excellent fill through the forequarter, lovely flow of neck into shoulder, short, level topline 
with correct high set tail. Not quite as well angulated in hindquarter as the first and second placegetters. He has a 
lovely head and expression but let himself down in temperament being a bit nervous on the table and on the move.

Limit Dog (3)
1 and Best Opposite Limit in Show  Ms K Ordar NONAYM RIVER SONG OTHE CONGO 3100360378 w. 
27/05/2017 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Afrikenji Hunting High And Low Dam: Gr Ch Nonaym Bells Of The Congo Critique: A 
correct, square outline to this red dog with an excellent head and expression, wonderful crest of neck flowing into 
short level back and correctly angled shoulders. Well filled through the forequarter with excellent depth of chest. 
Correct, short, level back with good set of tail and lovely reach of buttock and correct, moderately angled stifles. 
Carried himself well around the ring.
2 L Hunter TAMARD BONFIRE HEAT 100435691 w. 13/06/15 Breeder: E & B Wyatt Sire: Tamard A Holy Land Dam: Rem-
win Dark Vision Critique: Perhaps a bit ring inexperienced this red dog with correct square outline, correctly propor-
tioned head (muzzle to skull ratio). He tended to be a bit lazy with his ears on the day giving a blandness to the head. 
His back is short, his tail well set and nicely curled and his forequarter and hindquarter angulation in balance but not 
as good as the first placegetter.
3 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Clift NAYEMBE YAAMAS MIDNIGHT KITO 2100477685 15/06/2017 Breeder: Exhibi-
tor Sire: Ch Nayembe Safiyas Araalinkuba Dam: Ch Eurabbie Black Dhalia Critique: An absolutely beautiful head and expres-
sion on this black and white dog with good length of neck flowing into lovely level topline and correct high set tail. 
Not quite as good in angulation as the previous placegetters which affected his reach on the move and he tended to 
break a bit in pastern when reaching forward.

Minor Puppy Dog (4)
1 and Best Minor Puppy in Show  K Ordar and K Delacourt WAZAZI TOTALLY TEMPTING 3100057340 w. 
26/06/19 Breeder: K Delacourt Sire: Ch Am Gr Ch Akuaba N Eldorado Time Traveler (imp USA)  Dam: Ch Wazazi The Wow 
Factor Critique: A lovely square outline to this red dog, excellent overall balance and elegance, well made through 
the forequarter, lovely flow of neck into shoulder, with correct moderate angulation in hindquarter and lovely high 
set tail. His head was of correct proportion, with correct almond shaped eye, the head overall just a little strong for 
me. Could have moved slightly better on the out and back.

2 K Lacey & L Marsden LOMAR AGENT X 100323465 w. 29/06/19 Breeder: L Marsden Sire: Ch Fch Taqsim Devil In Dis-
guise Lcm Dam: Sup Ch Lomar Hot Pants  Critique: Tri dog of excellent breed type with excellent head and correct set 
and hooding of the ears. Well made through the forequarter with lovely flow of neck into shoulder. He is slightly 
longer in loin to the first placed dog giving a slightly longer than square overall outline and his topline not quite as 
firm. Lovely high set tail and excellent hindquarter with good reach of buttock.

3 D Wheatley LEEUJAGTER CORPORAL O REILLY 3100394880 w. 01/07/19 Breeder: Mrs N Notting Sire: Fayrelyn 
Stars N Stripes Dam: Tamard Your Beautiful   Critique: Brindle dog. A little naughty on the day but has potential once 
the handler works with him a little more. Overall, he was a heavier style than the previous two exhibits, slightly 
shorter in foreface (muzzle) and neck not giving him the same elegance as the previous placegetters. 

Puppy Dog (3)
1 and Best Opposite Puppy in Show  BEC Salmon BARZOOM PICARD OF BORG 100542618 w. 28/06/19 
Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Karamo Mikolo Dam: Barzoom Black Magic Critique: A Brindle dog with a correct square out-
line. His head is of good proportions with correct set of the hooded ears. His shoulders are well laid with a lovely 
flow of neck into his short, level topline. Correct moderate angulation to his hindquarter although the handler does 
tend to overstretch him a bit. 

2 L Marsden LOMAR CAPTAIN AMERICA 4100323466 w. 29/06/19 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Fch Taqsim Devil In Dis-
guise Lcm Dam: Sup Ch Lomar Hot Pants  Critique: Red dog. Overall a correctly proportioned dog with excellent length 
of leg, level topline, correct moderate angulation, lovely set of tail and reach of buttock. I found his head to be out 
of balance, his muzzle too long in in relation to his length of skull giving him a slightly foreign expression. Moved 
well.
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State Bred Dog (2)
1 and Best Opposite State Bred in Show  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO KOLUKA 3100358633 12/05/2017 Breeder: 
Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: Ch Karamo Karemba Critique: This red dog doesn’t always present the perfect 
picture when on the stack but exemplifies the breeds elegance and grace on the move. When he does stand properly 
He presents a lovely square outline, his head is of correct proportions with excellent profuse wrinkle, I would howev-
er like to see slightly darker pigment around the eye. His neck is of appropriate length and thickness, his back is short 
and level and his set of tail just slightly below the level of his back. His angulation while just adequate is balanced. 

2 Ms K Ordar GR CH NONAYM SOUND OF THE CONGO 3100290887 w. 16/06/2013 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch 
Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Unomee Unique Stunna Critique:  A 7-year-old red dog who also presents a correctly 
square outline. His neck flowed smoothly into his short back, his topline just slightly falling away at the croup. On the 
day he had a tendency to stand a bit stiff legged in hindquarter causing his topline to rise slightly to the rear and on 
the move, he tended to break the reach of his foreleg by breaking at the pastern.

Australian Bred Dog (4)
1 and Best Opposite Australian in Show  L Marsden SUP CH LOMAR CUT THE MUSTARD 100291785 w. 
09/05/2017 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Lomar Xena Psylla Dam: Ch Baagna Jenni Witha J Critique: A beautifully proportioned 
red dog, square in outline with a really lovely head of correct proportions (muzzle to skull) and excellent wrinkle 
and expression. He has good length of neck flowing into well laid shoulders with excellent fill though the front and a 
short, level topline and correct high set tail. He moved beautifully around the ring on the day.

2 P Hickie KIKONGO RED PYRAMID OF POWER (AI) 2100482815 w. 18/07/18 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Sup Ch Afrikenji 
Hot Sumaknight Dam: Ch Kikongo African Eskimo Kyss Critique: This red dog also has a really lovely, correctly propor-
tioned head, excellent expression and correctly set hooded ears.  He has a neck of good length and a correct short, 
level topline with excellent set of tail and good reach of buttock giving him a correct square outline. While of correct 
moderate angulation in hindquarter, his forequarter angulation was not quite as good as the first placed dog caus-
ing the neck transition into topline not to be as smooth. Moved well.

3 Miss M Darr CH XALMES MAN OF COLOURS (AI) 2100454406 w. 12/06/2016 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Wazazi 
Classic Lover Dam: Ch Wazazi Rapt In Rubys  Critique: A tri dog which was proving to be a bit of a handful for his handler. 
He is slightly longer in loin than the previous two dogs, his topline not quite as firm and his head a bit stronger. Once 
the handler got him going, he actually moved extremely well.

Bred by Exhibitor Dog (3)
1 and Best Opposite Bred by Exhibitor in Show  Mrs S Coe AM GCH AUS CH AKUABA N ELDORADO TIME 
TRAVELER (IMP USA) HP53314602 29/12/2016 bred by P Geoffroy, S Coe & S Lund Sire: Am Ch Changa’s Gala Celebration 

(usa) Dam: Am GCHG Eldorado N Akuaba Betcha By Golly Wow! (usa) Critique: A beautifully balanced red dog, with head 
of correct proportions just lacking a bit of expression on the day. He has well laid shoulders, lovely fill through the 
forequarter, excellent depth of chest, smooth correct underline rising gracefully to short loin, level topline and high 
set tail. Well angulated hindquarter with good length of second thigh. Moved with characteristic gazelle like ele-
gance. A very competitive dog.
2 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Clift CH NAYEMBE YAAMAS JARRAH 2100498904 w. 22/05/2018 Breeder: Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Nayembe Safiyas Araalinkuba Dam: Ch Eurabbie Black Dhalia Critique: A red dog with characteristic, lofty head 
carriage, excellent proportions to the head with good expression and ears well tipped forward giving correct hooded 
appearance.  He is well made through the forequarter, with good fill and depth of chest. He is slightly longer in back 
than the first placed dog and not as well angulated in hindquarter, tending to stand a little high in rear.
3 A & C Curnick CH KARAMO KOSIMBA 3100358631 w. 12/05/2017 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: 
Ch Karamo Karemba Critique: A smaller style red dog not as well balanced as the previous placegetters. His head and 
expression I found to be a bit atypical for me but lovely wrinkle and correct ear set. His reach of neck and the flow 
of his neck into his topline was also not quite as good as the previous placegetters and his topline tended to roach 
slightly on the day.

Open Dog (2)
1 Dog Challenge, Best Open in Show, Runner Up in Show and Best Opposite Sex in Show (25 points)  J 
Lanser SUP CH LOMAR HAT TRICK 4100260430 w. 14/06/15 Breeder: L Marsden Sire: Ch Baagna Final Quest Dam: 
Ch Lomar Chai Latte Critique: A lovely square outline to this red dog. He has an excellent and very typical head and 
expression, lovely balance to the length of neck, giving the typical lofty head carriage. His back was short and level 
finishing with an excellent high set tail and lovely reach of buttock.  His hindquarter was excellent with the correct 
length of second thigh and lovely sweep to his moderately bent stifles. He led his handler around the ring with the 
typical gazelle like elegance. Beautifully handled.
2 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Clift CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS ARAALINKUBA 2100457574 w. 08/07/2016 Breeder: 
Exhibitor Sire: Ch Kikongo Trixies Kruger Mojo Dam: Ch Bullab Xenas Safiya Critique: A red dog, slightly longer in back than 
the first placed dog giving him a more rectangular than square outline. He has a lovely head and expression and  a 
neck of correct length. His topline, while firm, tended to rise to the rear, his angulation while balanced front and 
rear was not sufficient to let down his hocks and drop his topline to level. On the move he tended to be a little loose 
through the forequarter. 

Veteran 7-10 Years Old Dog (2)
1 and Best Veteran 7-10 in Show  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO MIKOLO 100273427 w. 23/05/2012 Breeder: Ex-
hibitor Sire: Gr Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Ch Karamo Malamu Critique:  Overall a correctly proportioned, red dog 
with correct square outline, a head with correct balance of foreface to muzzle, lovely crest of neck, short level back, 
correct high set tail with open twist, good reach to the buttocks and lovely sweep to the stifles. I would just like to 
see slightly more angulation in forequarter and more fill between the front legs for my ideal. Carried himself well on 
the move.
2 A & C Curnick GR CH BARZOOM CAPTAIN JAMES T 2100318810 w. 01/06/2010 Breeder: Mrs B E C Salmon Sire: Ch 
Karamo Zinga Kitoko Dam: Barzoom Morticia Critique: A smaller, red dog with an absolutely, beautiful head and expres-
sion with profuse fine wrinkle even at 10 years of age. He has a lovely neck and well laid shoulders and a correct 
short back. His tail is a little open and his topline a little soft now given his age. His turn of stifle is not quite as good 
as the first placegetter in the class and he tends to stand high in the rear. He didn’t carry himself on the move quite 
as well as the first placegetter but I am sure he was a very competitive dog in his day.
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Minor Puppy Bitch (3)
1 and Best Opposite Minor Puppy in Show  T Johnston TEEEEFOO HUNNYS RED HOT WOMEN 2100519687 
w. 14/06/19 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Baagna Jiminy Cricket Dam: Ch Remwin Thisismytime Critique: Lovely head and 
expression on this red bitch with absolutely beautiful pigment. She has a very pleasing correct, square outline with 
a lovely flow of neck into her short, level topline culminating in her excellent high set tail. She could perhaps have 
been a little leaner in condition and unfortunately has that break at the pastern when on the move. This seems to be 
something creeping into the breed which I had not noticed as an issue previously.

2 BEC Salmon BARZOOM RESISTANCE IS FUTILE 2100524620 w. 28/06/19 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Karamo Mikolo 
Dam: Barzoom Black Magic Critique: Lovely head and expression on this brindle bitch. Square in outline with correct 
short back and balanced angulation. Her topline was not quite as firm as the first placegetter and she was proving to 
be a bit of a handful for her very patient handler.

3 A & C Curnick KARAMO ONE NOTE SAMBA 3100396080 w. 11/07/19 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Magic-
man Dam: Ch Karamo Karemba  Critique: Brindle bitch, her head was not quite as good as the previous placegetters, 
tending to be a little round in eye and lacking strength in the muzzle. She has the correct square outline and was 
balanced in angulation. Her topline was not as firm as the first placed bitch and her tail set slightly lower than the 
level of her back. 

Puppy Bitch (2)
1 and Best Puppy in Show  T Young JILLAYLA LITTLE TIMARU TIKI (IMP NZ) 05170-2019 w. 11/06/19 Breeder: 
R L Cooper Sire: Jillayla Finishing Touch Dam: Nz Ch Kalisha of Jillayla Critique: Brindle bitch with a lovely, correct, square 
outline, pleasing head and expression, neck of correct length flowing into her short back culminating in her beautiful 
high set tightly double curled tail. She could do with slightly more reach of buttock and turn of stifle and did have the 
tendency to stand a little high in the rear as a consequence. She tended to be a bit lazy on the move but when she 
did finally get going she had the characteristic long, tireless swinging stride. She was exhibited at her absolute peak 
of condition, beautiful coat and carrying the perfect amount of weight.

2 A & C Curnick KARAMO BOSSA NOVA 3100393718 w. 17/06/19 Breeder: Exhibitor ire: Ch Am Gr Ch Akuaba N El-
dorado Time Traveler (imp USA) Dam: Ch Karamo Eloli Critique: Pretty square outline on this red bitch. Her head was of 
correct proportions however I would like to see slightly darker eye pigment. While her angulation was balanced in 
forequarter and hindquarter she was not as well angulated as the first placegetter.  Her topline was let down by her 
low set and open tail which she tended to lift off her back spoiling her overall outline. She moved nicely around the 
ring with the correct elegance.

Intermediate Bitch (3)
1 and Best Opposite Intermediate in Show A & C Curnick CH KARAMO LOBIBI 3100358632 w. 12/05/2017 
Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: Ch Karamo Karemba Critique: A red bitch with a really lovely crest to her 
elegant, length of neck, short level topline which she held on the move. She carried herself beautifully around the 
ring, out moving the other bitches in the class, making the most of her well angulated hindquarter.

2 P Hickie KIKONGO RED MINX OF THE SPHINX (AI) 2100482816 w. 18/07/18 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Sup Ch Afrikenji 
Hot Sumaknight Dam: Ch Kikongo African Eskimo Kyss Critique:  A red bitch with correct proportions to her head, a lovely 
strength and length to her neck which was in balance to her overall correctly square outline. She has a lovely high 
set, tightly curled tail with excellent reach of buttock beyond the tail and correct moderate hindquarter angulation. 
Her topline, while short, presented the slightest roach over the last rib on the day and she tended to break in pastern 
on the move.

3 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Cliff CH NAYEMBE YAAMAS KYIRRIE 2100498908 w. 22/05/2018 Breeder: Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Nayembe Safiyas Araalinkuba Dam: Ch Eurabbie Black Dhalia  Critique: Lovely head and expression on this red 
bitch with really lovely dark pigment around her eye. She is correctly square in outline just needs a little more angu-
lation in both forequarter and hindquarter, her topline also a little soft on the move.

Challenge Dog and Reserve Challenge Dog General Comments
�e Challenge dog is the Open dog, Exhibit Number 27. �is dog to me, exempli�es the breed when on the 
move. He has a beautiful square outline and lead his handler around the ring with the characteristic energy 
e�cient, gazelle like grace. 
�e Reserve Challenge dog is the Intermediate dog. �is dog also moved with the characteristic elegance of 
the breed and for me was a similar style of dog to the challenge winner.
�ere were two other dogs in the  
challenge dog line up of mention.  
�ey were the Bred by Exhibitor dog  
and the Australian Bred dog. �ese two 
dogs were of a similar style to each  
other but not similar in style to the 
Challenge dog but were both also  
worthy of mention here and certainly 
were of consideration when  
determining my cc and rcc dog placings.
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2020 Champ Show Photos  
are Available to Purchase 

All proceeds go to help cover costs of the Champ Show!
  

Please contact  
CATHRYN CURNICK at  karamo@iinet.net.au  

to order or to answer any questions you may have.
Prices:  $5 for each photo by email

Full CD containing all of your photos  $30 plus $8 postage
Some photos can be viewed on BCOV’s Facebook page. �ere are many more lovely  
photos taken at the show than are posted there.                      

Many thanks to Perry Heaton  
for donating time and great photos to the Club.

Limit Bitch (3)
1 and Best Limit in Show D Lindquist & M Calderwood BKELA MARI AMARA 3100376829 w. 04/06/2018 Breed-
er: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Nonaym Sounds Of The Congo Dam: Ch Bkela Meem Mali Critique: Lovely head and expression with 
lovely fine wrinkle on this red bitch with lovely dark pigment around the eye. She presents a correct square outline 
and carried herself well around the ring.

2 L Hunter ZANZIPOW BOWIES ASHES TO ASHES 2100445450 w. 14/01/16 Breeder: J Power Sire: Sup Ch Zandeena A 
Twist Of Fate Dam: Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise Critique: A more substantial red bitch than the first placegetter. She 
has a very pleasing outline and is very balanced in her construct. She just drops off slightly in croup when on the move 
and unfortunately her temperament let her down on the day.

3 K Ordar NONAYM CONGO BELLS A HUNTING 3100360376 w. 27/05/17 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Afrikenji Hunting 
High And Low Dam: Gr Ch Nonaym Bells Of The Congo Critique: A heavily marked tri bitch who, for me didn’t present the 
elegance of the other placegetters in the class. She is slightly short in foreface, has a good set of ear, her neck flowed 
nicely into her shoulder and she was well filled in front. Her underline was straight with little or no tuck up in loin 
which presented a heaviness to her outline. Perhaps a little fat on the day. 

 
State Bred Bitch (1)
1 and Best State Bred in Show  D Lindquist & M Calderwood CH BKELA MEEAM MALI 3100290780 w. 
12/06/2013 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Suni Mokobi Dam: Ch Bkela Malawi Critique: A tricolour bitch, the only exhibit 
in the class. Square in outline with excellent set of well hooded ear and correct proportions to her head. Her neck, 
while well crested could do with a little more length for overall balance and elegance of outline but flowed nicely into 
her short level topline. Her tail was well set, carried on top of the back with correct reach of buttock beyond the tail. 
Unfortunately, she presented that break in pastern on the move which appears to be creeping into the breed.

Australian Bred Bitch (3)
1 Challenge Bitch, Best Australian Bred in Show and Best Exhibit in Show (25 points)  J Power SUP CH 
ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL 2100445451 w.14/01/16 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Sup Ch Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: 
Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise Critique: Exceptional red bitch. There is nothing exaggerated or out of balance about 
this bitch. She is lightly built, perfectly square outline with really pretty, feminine head and expression. Her lovely 
length of neck flows into her short, dead level topline, culminating in a lovely high set tail and beautiful reach of 
buttock behind the tail. She is perfectly balanced in construct and so typical of the breed on the move with her lovely 
long, tireless swinging stride. Beautifully handled. 

2 T Johnston REMWIN THISISMYTIME 2100431480 w. 13/06/05 Breeder: L A Hughes Sire: Ch Remwin Black Ramesis 
Dam: Gr Ch Remwin African Deity Critique: I can see the defiance of this feisty little red bitch. She certainly made her 
handler work. She would push herself too far forward over her forequarter, sloping her topline like a gun dog while 
also pushing her ears out to the side of her head giving a blandness to her expression in absolute defiance. She 
narrowly beat the third placed bitch by lifting herself and holding her shape slightly better on the last go around the 
ring. I think we have all had a bitch like this in our time.

3 Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Clift CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS SARABI 2100457576 w. 08/07/2016 Breeder: Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Kikongo Trixies Kruger Mojo Dam: Ch Bullab Xenas Safiya  Critique: Another red bitch with a very pretty head and 
expression just slightly longer in back than the other placegetters and on the move tended to lose her shape by drop-
ping her head forward, not reaching in front as well and losing her topline.

Bred by Exhibitor Bitch (2)
1 Reserve Challenge Bitch and Best Bred by Exhibitor in Show Miss M Darr GR CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP 
SISTER (AI) 2100454407 w. 12/06/2016 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Wazazi Classic Lover Dam: Ch Wazazi Rapt In Rubys Cri-
tique: Strong, showy red bitch with beautiful head and classic breed expression. She has as excellent length of neck 
flowing into well angulated shoulders, lovely short back and high set tail with well angulated hindquarter. Moved 
beautifully on the go around. The handler needs to be careful not to pull her head back over her shoulders on the 
move.

2 A & C Curnick CH KARAMO ELOLI 3100308605 w. 02/07/2014 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Barzoom Captain James T 
Dam: Ch Karamo Mopanzi Critique: A finely built brindle bitch. Overall, she is correctly square in outline her angulation 
not quite as good as the first placed bitch, her tail, while relatively well set is carried high and off the back, tending 
to spoil her outline. Her movement around the ring was balanced but she tended to flick her front leg out on the up 
and back on the day.
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Open Bitch (2)
1 and Best Opposite Open in Show J Power CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES REBEL REBEL 2100445447 w. 14/01/16 
Breeder: Exhibitor ire: Sup Ch Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise Critique: Very pretty head and 
expression on this red bitch with lovely set to her nicely hooded ears, excellent pigment around the eye, lovely flow of 
well crested neck into her short level back and a lovely high set to her well curled tail. She has good reach of buttock 
behind the tail and lovely sweep to her moderately bent stifles. She is very sound and typical in her movement.

2 Ms K Ordar GR CH NONAYM BELLS OF THE CONGO 3100290885 w. 16/06/2013 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Bar-
zoom Captain James T Dam: Unomee Unique Stunna Critique: A tri bitch, a little bit shorter in foreface and wider in ear set 
than the first placed bitch. She is well constructed in both forequarter and hindquarter with excellent fill through the 
chest, correct short back and lovely set to the tail while the tail was more open in curl than the first placed bitch. This 
bitch tended to be a bit choppy in movement on the go around, not presenting the same elegance as the first placed 
bitch

Veteran 7-10 Years Bitch (1)
1 and Best Opposite Veteran 7-10 in Show A & C Curnick CH KARAMO KAREM-
BA 3100273429 w. 23/05/2012 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: 
Ch Karamo Malamu Critique: A seven-and-a-half-year-old red bitch who was the only 
exhibit in the class. She is finely built with a lovely flow of neck into her well angulated 
shoulders. Her back was correctly short and level just falling off slightly over the croup 
to the slightly low set of tail. Her hindquarter also correctly angulated, in balance to her 
forequarter. She carried herself well around the ring with the breed typical elegance.

Open Neuter Dog (1)
1 Neuter Best Dog and Best Opposite Neuter in Show (6 points) Ms V Dixon ZANDEENA U DONT KNOW 
JACK 2100361868 22/06/2012 bred by Ms M G Fox Sire: Ch Zandeena A Twist In The Tail Dam: Ch Baagna Bea Diva Critique: A 
red dog with excellent muzzle to skull proportions, correct set to the well hooded ears, a little heavy through the neck 
with age but a lovely flow of neck into the short level back. Correct high set tail, now a little open with age, excellent 
balance in both forequarter and hindquarter angulation. Shown in beautiful condition for his age and carrying just the 
right amount of weight. Carried himself well around the ring.

Open Neuter Bitch  (1)
1 Neuter Best Bitch and Best Neuter in Show (7 points) Ms V Dixon CH ZANDEENA A GIRL ON THE RUN 
100342828 28/06/2011 bred by Ms M G Fox Sire: Ch Kanibaru Liquid Gold Dam: Ch Baagna Countess Nulaa Critique: A 
well-balanced red bitch with correct square outline and excellent angulation to her forequarter and well filled through 
the chest. Her topline was correctly short and level, her tails set just slightly below the level of her back. She has a 
really lovely sweep to her moderately bent stifles and her hocks are well let down. She carried herself with the charac-
teristic gazelle like grace around the ring.

Challenge Bitch and Reserve Challenge Bitch General Comments
�e Australian Bred bitch class winner was the Challenge bitch. �is bitch holds her topline beautifully both 
standing and moving. A really pretty bitch who exempli�es the elegance, soundness and proudness required 
for the breed. Beautifully handled without exaggeration or overstretching.

�e Reserve Challenge bitch was from the Bred by Exhibitor class. A very showy bitch who led her handler 
around the ring with the elegance and tireless swinging stride we would expect from the breed.

Ra�e winner Karen Ordar!




